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Welcome to Wide Area Workflow e-Business Suite.  This demonstration contains audio narrative.  Please adjust your volume 
accordingly. 

 
This demonstration provides an overview for a Vendor adding UIDs in iRAPT. 
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To add UIDs to a Receiving Report document in iRAPT, in the initial Data Capture screen, click on the Line Item tab.In the 
Line Item Details section, click on the Action "Add" link. 

 
After filling in at least the Item No., click on the UID tab. 
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Click the "Add UID" link to add UIDs to the document. 

 
From the "UID Type" list you will select the construct format of the unique identifier. The unique identifier is constructed by 
combining specific data elements which you will have entered onto this form, structured according to the DoD's UID Program 
Office business rules. 
 
Note: The UID Type chosen helps determine what fields are mandatory entries and what fields are optional entries. 
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The Issuing Agency Code (IAC) is the registration authority which assigns an enterprise its unique code.  
By selecting from the list, you are assigning an IAC data element to your UID. You are also defining data qualifiers, or 
requirements, to your Enterprise Identifier entry.  
 

 
The Enterprise Identifier is a code uniquely assigned to an enterprise by the issuing agency (registration authority). An 
enterprise is the business, organization, firm, or government activity that controls the production of an item.  
 
Your choice of Issuing Agency Code determines the data requirements of the Enterprise Identifier entry.  
 
If you had selected an Issuing Agency Code of "D - CAGE," then a 5 character CAGE code would be accepted into the 
Enterprise identifier field.  
If you had selected an Issuing Agency Code of "LD - DoDAAC," then a 6 character DoDAAC would be accepted into the 
Enterprise Identifier field.  
 
In the example below, the choice of UN - DUNS Number determined that the Enterprise Identifier must have a DUNS code 
between 5 to 13 alphanumeric characters. The Warranty field is an optional field. Select "Y" if a Warranty is provided with the 
item or "N" if no Warranty is provided. 
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The Original Part Number is the enterprise's (manufacturer) part number for this item. It should not exceed 32 alphanumeric 
characters. It can contain dashes ( - ) or forward slashes ( / ). 
 
The Lot / Batch is an identifying number assigned by the enterprise to a designated group of items, usually referred to as 
either a lot or batch, all of which were manufactured under identical conditions. It's alphanumeric characters can contain 
dashes ( - ) or a forward slashes ( / ), but no other special characters.  

 
The Original Manufacturer Code is used when the entity assigning the UID (UII) to the item is not the original manufacturer. 
If the entity assigning the UID Number (UII) is the manufacturer, this field is not used.  
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If a value from the Original Manufacturer Code dropdown menu is selected, the Original Manufacturers ID field becomes 
mandatory. The Original Manufacturers ID is the Enterprise Identifier (EID) of the entity that placed the mark on the item.  

 
You cannot submit this document without entering at least one UID Number and Serial Number. So your next step is to click 
the Add UID link to open the UID form. 
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Your enterprise (company) creates the item's UID Number.  
It is a concatenation of the Issuing Agency Code (IAC), Enterprise Identifier, Original Part Number and/or Serial Number 
within the constructs of the UID Type. (You selected UID1 - DoD Construct 1 on the previous form page.)  
 
The UID Number below is made up of: 
UN (Issuing agency code) 
039134218 ( enterprise identifier) 
2015-09-30-0746 (serial number)  
 
 
- (dash) and / (forward slash) can be used in the UID Number.  

 
The Serial Number is the product's commercial serial number. 
There are two kinds of serial numbers:  
 
The serial number unique among all items within the enterprise.  
The serial number unique among all items within the part number, within the enterprise.  
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After you have entered data into the required fields "UID Number" and "Serial Number", you submit the data by clicking the 
"Save UID" button. You are then returned to the first "Add UID" form page.  
 

 
You may Edit or Delete the UID and Serial Number you added, and you can Add more by clicking on the Actions links. 
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Clicking the "Add UID" Actions link brings you back to the Add UID page. 

 
Enter in invalid information and click the "Save UID" button. 
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Click the "Save UID" button to perform validations on the UID data. 

 
Error messages are displayed for the invalid information entered. 
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Click the "Delete UID" Actions link. Then click the "OK" button in the Popup to delete the bad UID and Serial Number. 

 
To save the UIDs added and return to the UID tab, click the "Save UID" button.The "Save Draft Document" button is 
available on each tab. The Vendor can save an incomplete document by clicking the "Save Draft Document" button. The Save 
and Continue functionality allows the user to save the document in its current state and either continue working on it, or 
come back to it later.  
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You are returned to the original UID tab. All the items within the one enterprise identifier and/or part number are listed. 
 

 
Now that the UID has been added, you are able to identify if any of the subcomponents of this item are Government 
Furnished Property (GFP) or Non-GFP.  
 
Additionally, if there are any subcomponents which require their own Embedded UID, you are able to provide those here by 
clicking the "Add Embedded UID" link. 
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Fill in the mandatory information and click the "Save UID" button. 

 
Enter in the Embedded UID Number, Serial Number and choose  
Special Tooling or Test Equipment Status then click the "Save UID" Actions link. 
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You may Edit or Delete Embedded UID Numbers you have added, or you may add more Embedded UID Numbers by clicking 
on the applicable Actions link.Click the "Save UID" button to validate and save the Embedded UID Numbers entered. 

 
Error messages are displayed if applicable 
 
You must Edit and correct the UID or Delete the UID before continuing. 
 
Click the "Save UID" button to continue. 
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Once the user clicks the "Save UID" button on the previous page, the UID tab is displayed with all of the data entered. 

 
Click the "Add Embedded UID" link to add more Embedded UIDs. 
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Next, the user clicks on the CLIN/SLIN tab and then clicks the Save CLIN/SLIN button. 

 
After entering in any remaining information the Receiving Report needs and clicking the "Submit" button, the Receiving 
Report along with the UIDs are submitted into iRAPT. 
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The Success page is displayed with Email, FTP and EDI notifications as applicable. 
 
The Vendor may send more email notifications by clicking the "Send Additional Email Notifications" link. 
 

 
This concludes our demonstration. 
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